GREAT IDEAS COME IN SMALL PACKAGES

TRANSFORMING LIVES THROUGH AN IMPROVED ACCESS TO EDUCATION AND INFORMATION
2 pallets that turn into a fully-equipped media center in only 20 minutes

Quick and easy to set up (only 20 minutes)

Modular design provides a safe & connected space

Mobile and energy-independent

Contents customized according to users' languages and needs

Tailored support and training by BSF's expert team
150+ Ideas Box. 22 countries. 5 continents.

**FRANCE**
In low-income neighborhoods and rural areas, Ideas Box create off-site spaces to reduce social inequalities, fight illiteracy and the digital divide by strengthening the autonomy of the most precarious people.

**COLOMBIA**
By creating meeting spaces, Ideas Box encourage exchanges and restore trust between former Farc fighters and the inhabitants of isolated villages.

**BURUNDI**
In Bujumbura, Ideas Box are places of learning for street children who cannot go to school. Writing and theater workshops and group games are organized every day.

**BANGLADESH**
In Cox’s Bazar, Ideas Box enable Rohingya refugees and local people to get information, express themselves freely in a safe space and rebuild their lives.
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Ideas Box programs are also relevant in contexts of social precarity and geographical isolation, whatever the country.

Today, in many European countries, but also in the United States and Australia, Ideas Box programs facilitate professional integration, help fight against the digital divide and promote access to culture for the most vulnerable.

Co-created with French designer Philippe Starck, the Ideas Box is a scalable and effective solution to give people faced with crisis situations the means to learn, bond and build their future.

In humanitarian emergencies, the Ideas Box complements vital needs response (health, food, shelter...) by providing psychological support to affected populations and ensuring educational continuity.
Founded in 2007, BSF is a global NGO that empowers communities worldwide by improving accessibility to education and information.

In more than 30 countries, we deploy innovative tools and impactful contents to enable communities affected by crises and precariousness to learn, play, connect and build their future. BSF projects have benefited more than 1.5M people globally.

Get more info
librarieswithoutborders.org